CEDex for Accreditors / Certifiers

Let CEDex use the small focus lens to follow the moving pieces of continuing
education. Not only can we harness all the single credits flying around, the sky’s
the limit on what you can do with this data once it is organized in a secure central bank.

CEDex empowers you
•

You will be able to access and share data securely with any audience for accredited, and nonaccredited CE if you wish.

•

There are endless ways to manage accredited and non-accredited CE effectively and efficiently
for your purposes.

•

Reporting this data to state and national government bodies and associations can
reduce budgets and save you money.

•

Managing this data and packaging it for audiences that need it to make decisions earns
you revenue and addresses funding challenges.

•

You can shape policy by presenting the information to decision makers and leverage it to
lobby for your industry needs.

This has bigger implications
•

With a central data repository, CEDex provides clear trackable indicators (think Google
analytics).

•

You are able to react to and adapt to changes in demand for CE in your industry and CE
that learners want and need.

Are you interested in discussing CEDex for your profession? Contact Jeff Reiter at (312) 550-3883

FACTS
•

•

The pharmacy industry and ACPE (the
Accreditation Council on Pharmacy
Education) has had over 6 million credits
managed by CEDex annually for the past 6
years.
Every day CE Data Exchange systems
process tens of thousands of activity
completion records.

FAQ’s
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does CEDex have enough data capacity? -Yes
Is it all safe? -Everything is secured with privacy
safeguards. No need to worry.
Can we keep up with high volume around compliance
deadline? -Sure thing
Will we get this implemented in a short time? -We are
on it!
Will this make our lives easier? -Oh, you bet!
How do we ramp up and automate our profession? The CEDex Team provides blueprints and proven
processes for you to orient your profession,
learning providers, and associations and tools to
aid you through the process.

